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Abstract: This paper systematically reviews the research progress in the field of the influence of air
pollutants in the engine inlet on the accelerated wear of the elements of the association: piston, piston
rings, cylinder liner (P-PR-CL), and plain bearing (journal–panel). It was shown at the outset that the
primary component of air pollution is road dust. Its main components are dust grains of hard minerals
(SiO2, Al2O3), which penetrate the oil film area between two frictionally mating surfaces causing their
abrasive wear. Therefore, the effect of three dust parameters (grain size and hardness, and dust concen-
tration in air) on the accelerated wear of the friction pair: piston, piston rings, cylinder liner(P-PR-CL),
and plain bearing (journal–pan) is presented extensively. It was noted that the wear values of the same
component were obtained by different researchers using different testing techniques and evaluated by
different indices. It has been shown that the greatest wear of two frictionally cooperating surfaces is
caused by dust grains with sizes equal to the thickness of the oil film at a given moment, which in typical
combustion engine associations assumes varied and variable values in the range of 0–50 µm. The oil film
thickness between the upper ring and the cylinder liner varies and depends on the crankshaft rotation
angle, engine speed and load, and oil viscosity, and takes values less than 10 µm. It was shown that
the maximum wear of the cylinder liner, resulting from the cooperation with the piston rings, occurs
in the top dead centre (TDC) area and results from unfavorable (high temperature, low piston speed)
operating conditions of these elements. From the extensive literature data cited, it follows that abrasive
wear is caused by dust grains of specific dimensions, most often 5–20 µm, the greater the wear the
greater the hardness of the grains and the sulfur content of the fuel. At the same time, it was shown that
the main bearing, crankshaft bearing, and oil ring experienced maximum wear by a different range of
particle size, respectively: 20–40, 5–10, and 20–80 µm. It was shown that the mass of dust that enters
the engine cylinders and thus the wear of the components is determined by the concentration of dust,
the value of which is definitely reduced by the air filter. However, it was pointed out that the low
initial filtration efficiency and the presence of large dust grains in the purified air in the initial period
of the filter operation (after replacement of the filter element with a new one) may have an impact on
the accelerated wear of mainly (P-PR-CL) association. The next stage of the paper presents the effects
of excessive wear of the cylinder liner and piston rings of the engine, resulting from actual vehicle
operation and bench tests on the decrease in compression pressure and engine power, increase in the
intensity of exhaust gas blow-by into the oil sump and increase in oil consumption and exhaust gas
toxicity. This paper addresses the current problem of the effect of engine inlet air contaminants on the
performance of the air flow meter, which is an essential sensor of the modern internal combustion engine.
The phenomenon of deposition of contaminants (mineral dust, salt, carbon deposit, and moisture) on the
measuring element (wire or layer anemometer) of the air flow meter has been analyzed. The empirical
results presented show that the mineral dust layer on the measuring element of the air flow meter causes
a 17.9% reduction in output voltage, and the dust and oil layer causes a 46.7% reduction in output
voltage. This affects the decrease in engine power and exhaust toxicity.

Keywords: mechanical engineering; internal combustion engines; air pollution; engine component
wear; power loss
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, dust pollution has been widely recognized as a serious environ-
mental and engineering problem affecting the reliability of mechanisms and machines
from nano to macro scale [1]. No industrial sector is immune to this problem, mainly
affecting equipment that requires clean environments for proper operation and as intended.
Examples of engineering applications where cleanliness requirements are high are mainly
all lubricated machine components in relative motion (bearings, gears, axles, motor pistons,
dynamic seals, etc.), miniature devices such as microelectromechanical systems, valves,
mechanisms, and machines in the food, medical and pharmaceutical, aerospace, and
electronics industries.

Contaminants found in machine associations come from a variety of sources. These
can be residues from manufacturing and assembly processes or created by abrasive wear
on machine components. Contaminants can be introduced from the environment or during
equipment maintenance.

The problem of solid contaminants has arisen due to increased loads and tighter
tolerances, as well as the miniaturization of equipment. Loads and tolerances mean that
the lubricating film in contacts such as the ball-race in a rolling bearing, the pivot-cup
association of a plain bearing, and the piston–ring–cylinder system has generally been
reduced, making the mating surfaces more susceptible to increasingly smaller particles.
Miniaturization means that small particles now have a greater impact because the ratio of
particle size to the size of the parts involved has increased.

Modern engineering practice and research has shown the deleterious effects of particles
as small as 0.1–100 µm in contact with typical oil films on the order of a few nanometers to
a few micrometers [1]. Each time a particle is compressed into narrow gaps, it inevitably
creates local surface stresses that are elastic (reversible) at best and plastic (permanent)
at worst. Any surface damage depends on the size, hardness, and fracture toughness of
the particle, the hardness of the surface, the coefficient of friction at the “particle-surface”
interface, the relative velocity of the surface, and the type of contact, i.e., rolling, sliding,
spinning, or a combination thereof. Thus, various failure modes such as denting, abrasion,
thermal damage, peeling, chipping, and even scuffing have been recognized.

The problem of the durability of internal combustion engines is closely related to the
purity of the air drawn into the engine from the environment. Internal combustion engines
of motor vehicles are particularly affected by particulate pollutants that are found in the air
drawn from the atmosphere which is the primary operating medium of the engine. The
engine needs at least 14.5 kg of air to burn 1 kg of fuel. When operating at rated conditions,
passenger car engines draw about 150–400 m3/h of air and truck engines in the range of
900–1400 m3/h. A T-72 tracked vehicle engine needs more than 3500 m3/h of ambient air
to operate.

There is a large variety of solid and gaseous pollutants in the ambient air which are
drawn in with the air by internal combustion engines. Along with fuel and oil, pollutants
also enter the engine cylinders, but their quantity is much smaller. The concentration and
type of pollutants in the air depends on many factors, such as the type and condition of
the ground, the presence of vegetation, the type of industrial plants, the activities of the
automobile, forest and landfill fires, and volcanic eruptions.

The sources of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere (dusts and gases) are many and
varied. In general, they can be divided into natural and anthropogenic (artificial). Pollutants
emitted to the atmosphere (dust and gases) can be both primary, emitted directly to the
atmosphere, and secondary, formed in the atmosphere as a result of chemical reactions.

Natural pollutants result from the activities of nature and include:

• Volcanic eruptions, which produce volcanic ash and the gases SO2, CO2, H2S, among others;
• Forest, savannah, and steppe fires (CO2, CO, and dust emissions);
• Dump fires;
• Marine aerosols, and material of plant and animal origin;
• Marshes that give off gases, for example: CH4, CO2, NH3, H2S;
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• Mineral dust carried from the ground by motor vehicle traffic, activity of working and
agricultural machines;

• Erosive soils and rocks, mineral dust carried from the ground by the wind–sandstorms;
• Biological contamination: microorganisms (mites, fungi, bacteria), plant pollens, parasites;
• Green areas from which pollen comes.

Artificial pollutants result from human activities and include:

• Energy industry—burning of fuels in heating plants and power plants;
• Mining industry, metallurgical industry, chemical industry, construction industry

(production of cement) emitting to the atmosphere large amounts of dusts and harmful
gases (NH3, H2S, HCl) and heavy metals;

• Municipal and household sector (households), collection and disposal of waste and
sewage, e.g., landfills, sewage treatment plants;

• Motorization—mainly road transport, but also water and air transport being the
source of atmospheric emissions of gaseous pollutants originating from the process of
combustion of engine fuels: CH, CO, NOx, SO3, SO2, PM2.5, and PM10 particulates
and chemical compounds, as well as dusts, from abrasion of tires and road surfaces,
brake pads, and discs and clutch discs.

In the overall stream of pollutants that are introduced into the atmosphere surrounding
the earth, 85% are pollutants of natural origin. These are dusts and harmful gases.

The users of vehicles are interested in these pollutants that, when they get inside the
engines together with the air, have a destructive impact on engine parts and assemblies,
causing their accelerated wear, which results in the reduction of effective parameters of
engine operation and in their reduced durability and reliability. These are mineral dusts
found in the air mainly during the operation of vehicles on unpaved roads and off-roads.
Mineral dust is one of the dominant constituents of atmospheric aerosols and accounts for
~60% of the dry aerosol mass globally [2]. This applies mainly to special-purpose vehicles,
work machines, and military vehicles equipped with high-powered internal combustion
engines and high air demand.

Passenger cars and trucks travel mainly on paved roads, whose surfaces are the place
of deposition of particles from many different sources. First and foremost is mineral dust
that has been carried by the wind from soils surrounding the road, generated from field
work or road construction activities, and from sandy and desert areas that cover about
one-third of the earth’s surface [3]. Large amounts of dust are generated by open pit coal
mine operations [4–6].

The road surface may contain salt used for de-icing roads, plant fragments, pollen,
animal hair and mold, and other biological materials carried from nearby locations [7,8].
The author of this paper [9] conducted an analysis of the contaminants retained on the filter.
The contaminant particles varied greatly in size, shape, and chemical composition. The
contaminants with the largest sizes were biological material visible to the naked eye. These
included small insects such as beetles, wasps, bees, and flies, as well as their legs, feelers,
and wings. Plant remains, represented by fragments of wood, seeds, and leaves, were also
observed, though less frequently. Inorganic particles and synthetic fibers were also found.
Analysis of dust particles retained on the filter showed that the most abundant elements
found in large irregular particles were C, O, Si, Al, Ca, Mg, Na, K, Ti, Fe, and Si [9].

A significant amount of particulate pollution is generated by anthropogenic activities
such as agriculture, industrial production. Pollutants from anthropogenic sources are also
particles that have been released into the atmosphere as a result of abrasion processes in
the friction pairs of brakes and clutches of cars [10–13] and as a result of abrasion of the tire
tread against the road surface, which then fall by gravity [14–18]. It has been shown in [17]
that under actual operating conditions, the mass of a car and the intensity of braking have a
significant effect on the emission of PM2.5 and PM10 particles from brake and tire wear. The
highest concentrations of PM2.5 (520–4280 µg/m3) and PM10 (950–8420 µg/m3) particles
from brake wear were observed for the vehicle with the highest mass, while the lowest peak
concentrations of PM2.5 (250–2440 µg/m3) and PM10 (430–3890 µg/m3) were observed
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for the vehicle with the lowest mass. Similarly, the highest PM2.5 (340–4750 µg/m3) and
PM10 (810–8290 µg/m3) concentrations were from the tires of the highest mass vehicles.
As expected, vehicles with lower mass emitted much lower PM2.5 (340–4750 µg/m3) and
PM10 (810–8290 µg/m3) concentrations from tire wear.

The internal combustion engines of automobiles are the source of emissions of a signif-
icant amount of exhaust gases, which include non-toxic (N, O, H2O, CO2, H) and toxic (CO,
NOx, CH, SO2, RCHO, 3,4-benzopyrene) components [19,20]. Internal combustion engines
also emit PM (particulate matter), which are formed by complex chemical and physical
processes occurring during fuel combustion in the engine cylinder and exhaust [19–22].
Particulate matter (PM) is soot which is a by-product of incomplete and incomplete com-
bustion of fuel, on the surface of which there are: unburned hydrocarbons from fuel and
lubricating oil, water vapor, sulfur and nitrogen compounds, and ash, as well as products
of frictional wear of metal elements from frictionally cooperating engine joints [23].

Road surfaces are primarily a deposition site for mineral dust that has been carried
by the wind from soils surrounding the road, generated by field work, or from road con-
struction activities. Falling atmospheric dust has a complex mineral–chemical composition.
The diameter of these particles is greater than 10 µm and less than 100 µm [24]. Its basic
constituents are silica (SiO2) and alumina (Al2O3), whose hardness evaluated on the Mohs
10-point scale has a value of 7 and 9, respectively. The proportion of these two components
of mineral dust reaches 60–95. The residue (4–19%) consists of oxides of various metals:
F2O3, CaO, MgO, and organic components [25,26]. The road surface also contains particles
that have been released into the atmosphere as a result of abrasion processes in the friction
pairs of brakes and clutches and as a result of the abrasion of the tire tread against the road
surface, which then fall by gravity. Roads contain pollutants that are expelled from engines
with exhaust gases, such as soot and wear products of frictionally mating engine compo-
nents. The road surface may contain de-icing salt, plant fragments, pollen, animal hair and
mold, and other biological materials carried from nearby locations. Contaminants on the
road surface, due to vehicle traffic or by wind, are lifted up as dust, which is commonly
referred to as road dust [27–29].

In the case of motor vehicles, airborne dust is hazardous and when it enters the engine,
it can degrade engine performance. Silica and corundum are the cause of accelerated
wear of cooperating and key engine components, such as piston rings and cylinder liners,
crankshaft journals and bushings, valves, and guides. The minimum service life of these
parts determines the life of the engine.

Impurities which are sucked with air into engine cylinders have different chemical
and granulometric composition and moreover their content in air (dustiness) is variable
and depends on many factors: terrain conditions, type of road, traffic conditions (traffic
volume, traffic speed, traffic of other vehicles, share of studded tires and exhaust emissions),
meteorological conditions (types of precipitation and their frequency, wind direction, and
strength), road surface condition (dry, wet, covered with ice, sprinkled with salt or sand),
vehicle design and its running gear (wheeled, tracked), and location and design of the air
intake to the engine.

Dust concentration values in the air vary within wide limits, from 0.01 mg/m3 near
rural buildings to about 20 g/m3 when a column of tracked vehicles is moving over desert
ground [30]. During dust storms, the dust concentration takes values in the range of
0.1–3 g/m3 [31]. According to the author of the paper [32], the dust concentration in the air
can take values in the range of 0.001–10 g/m3. The maximum values of dust concentration
in the air within a few meters of the sand road on which off-road vehicles traveled was
variable in a wide range of 0.05–10 g/m3 [33]. The dust concentration on highways takes
small values but in a wide range of 0.0004–0.1 g/m3, while during the movement of a
column of vehicles on a sandy terrain the dust concentration takes much larger values
0.03–8 g/m3 [34].

Dust concentrations on streets depend on traffic volume, but typically range from 0.09
to 0.13 mg/m3. Much higher dust concentrations, reaching up to 0.65 mg/m3, have been
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measured while passing through a tunnel, where heavy traffic, high speed, and confined
space created favorable conditions for high dust concentrations [35].

The author of the paper [36] states that the concentration of dust in the air behind
a moving column of trucks, armored personnel carriers, and tracked vehicles depends
on the type of ground, vehicle speed, wind speed, and the type of chassis. At a distance
of several meters behind a column of tanks moving at 30 and 10 km/h on dry ground,
the dust concentration reached a maximum value of 1.17 and 0.48 g/m3, respectively.
The authors of the paper [37] report that the dust concentration at the periphery of the
armor of a tracked vehicle operated over sandy terrain increases with increasing driving
speed and for 18 km/h takes values in the range of 2.1–3.8 g/m3. At the air filter inlet, the
concentration has much lower values and is 0.8–1 g/m3.

Numerous studies show that the dust concentration at the inlet to the vehicle combus-
tion engine intake system usually does not exceed 2.5 g/m3 [32,33]. A dust concentration
in the air of 0.6–0.7 g/m3 is the reason for reduced visibility, and at a concentration of about
1.5 g/m3, visibility decreases to zero [38].

The concentration of dust inside a car with open windows was about 2.5 mg/m3 [39]
when it was moving behind another car on a gravel road.

The author of the paper [31] divides the road conditions on which most cars and light
trucks travel into two groups:

• Normal driving conditions (streets, highways, residential, and rural roads) with dust
concentrations below 1 mg/m3;

• Severe driving conditions (gravel roads, desert areas) with dust concentrations higher
than 1 mg/m3.

Dust, which is sucked with air into engine cylinders, only partly takes part in de-
structive influence on engine elements. The authors of [40] state that about 30% of the
pollutants getting with the air into the engine super-piston space may get out in basically
the same form with the exhaust gases from cylinders to the exhaust system. This increases
the emission of particulate matter (PM) from the engine

The dust particles contained in the exhaust gas cause erosive wear to the exhaust
valves and turbine blades of the supercharger as a result of the high velocity of the exhaust
gas flowing through narrow valve gaps. Some of the dust particles whose melting point is
much lower than the average temperature in the combustion chamber (1600K) melt [41].
Only 10–20% of the dust that enters the engine through the intake system settles on the
cylinder liner walls. This part of the dust forms together with oil a kind of abrasive paste,
which in contact with the surfaces of the piston–piston ring–cylinder (P-PR-CL) association
causes abrasive wear. As the piston moves in the bottom dead center (BDC) direction, the
rings scrape the oil from the cylinder face together with the contamination into the oil sump.
The contaminants contained in the oil are distributed via the oil system to those areas of
the engine that are lubricated by oil, e.g., crankshaft journal–crankcase, camshaft journal–
crankcase, valve guide-valve stem, causing accelerated wear. The primary role of the piston
ring pack is to maintain an effective gas seal between the combustion chamber and the
crankcase. Piston rings fulfil this task by forming a labyrinth seal by fitting tightly into the
grooves in the piston and the cylinder wall. The tribological effect of piston rings causes
their wear. Within the framework of works on the development of internal combustion
engines, it was found that the course of wear of the friction pair “ring–cylinder liner” and
the distribution of the oil film is largely influenced by the flow of exhaust gases and their
degree of contamination in the labyrinth seals of piston rings [42]. It has been indicated
that this process is exacerbated when the maximum operating pressure in the combustion
chamber is high and insignificant total cylinder volumes are used [43]. The wear of the
cylinder liner and piston ring pack has a significant effect on the loss of tightness of this
association and consequently on the performance of internal combustion engines due to the
loss of compressed medium and loss of power, increase in fuel and oil consumption [44–46].
There is also an increase in exhaust gas blow-by into the crankcase, which causes an increase
in the temperature of the mating parts and the lubricant, which reduces its viscosity. There
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is then a high susceptibility to oil film discontinuity between the kinematic pairs of the
main engine mechanism [47]. The second function of piston rings is to transfer heat from
the piston to the cylinder walls and from there to the engine coolant. Another function of
the piston ring package is to reduce the amount of oil that enters the combustion chamber
from the crankcase. This flow path is a primary contributor to engine oil consumption
and leads to increased emissions of toxic exhaust components as a result of oil mixing and
reacting with hot exhaust gases.

The friction pair consisting of the cylinder liner and piston rings (P-PR-CL) are the
basic components of the friction linkage of the engine piston–crank system, which, due to
the extremely harsh operating conditions resulting from the action of high temperature
(oil viscosity drop) and high pressure and high forces for a long time, are particularly sus-
ceptible to wear and have a significant impact on engine efficiency and service life [48–50].
According to the authors of works [48,51–57], depending on the type of engine and its
operating conditions, 20–50% of friction losses in internal combustion engines occur in
frictional contact between the piston ring assembly and the cylinder liner. Friction results
in the loss of the major part (48%) of the energy produced in the engine, of which the
friction losses of the piston shell, piston rings, and bearings comprise 66%, and the valve
train, crankshaft, transmission, and gears account for about 34% [58]. A small reduction in
friction can result in significant savings in fuel consumption, given the large number of
vehicle systems operating daily in the world. There are an estimated 1.2 billion light-duty
vehicles and 380 million heavy-duty vehicles in the world, and these numbers continue to
grow [59].

The energy demand of the transportation sector is enormous, with daily liquid fuel
requirements exceeding about 11 billion liters. Stringent emission standards have forced
the automotive sector to significantly improve the tribological behavior of engine systems.
Advances in the tribology of engine systems may be a more economical alternative than
developing new technologies to achieve better engine performance. Analysis of energy loss
in an internal combustion engine can show that about 15% of the total fuel energy is lost
due to mechanical friction. A 1.5% reduction in fuel consumption can be achieved with a
10% reduction in mechanical losses. In addition to reducing fuel consumption, tribological
improvements can also reduce oil consumption, reduce emissions, improve durability, and
increase engine power [60].

The intensity of wear of engine elements depends on many factors, including the
operating conditions of the engine (rotational speed, load), which is connected with creating
the appropriate thickness of the lubrication wedge between the mating surfaces of engine
elements. The decisive influence on the wear of friction mating surfaces has the parameters
of dust sucked in with the air, whose values change within wide limits and depend on the
conditions in which the engine is used. The amount of wear on the “cylinder-ring” friction
couple is also influenced by the type and quality of fuel and the parameters of its injection
into the cylinder. This is mainly manifested in the context of deposits formation on engine
elements and exhaust emission. To this end, work is being done to optimize the performance
and reduce exhaust emissions of engines tested on unconventional fuels [61–67].

One of the major causes of increased engine wear, especially with most engine manu-
facturers opting for exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) technology to reduce nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions [68–70] is soot contamination of engine oil [71–73]. Due to the increasing
requirements to meet exhaust emissions, diesel engines and gasoline direct injection (GDI)
engines are being equipped with catalytic particulate filters. This is an effective solution by
which soot can be captured and burned [74,75].

The current tendency in the construction of internal combustion engines to increase
specific power results in the fact that the elements of the P-PR-CL assembly of an internal
combustion engine are subjected to increasingly higher mechanical and thermal loads,
which promotes their faster wear. The experience from exploitation shows that the continu-
ous increase of engine power does not remain without influence on wear, durability and
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reliability of the most loaded elements (cylinder liner and piston rings), which determine
the durability of the whole engine.

The purpose of this paper is an extensive and structured analysis of the influence of
road dust, sucked together with air through the engine intake system, on the intensity of
wear of engine elements with special attention paid to the P-PR-CL piston–ring–cylinder
combination. A detailed analysis of the influence of the fuel type and injection system on
the formation of deposits and their impact on the wear of engine elements was intentionally
omitted in the analysis. The analysis of the soot effect on engine wear was also not
considered. The authors are aware of the importance of these factors in the context of
engine durability. It was considered that the paper would become too voluminous and
the most important problem, i.e., the influence of mineral dust on engine wear, would
not be properly exposed. It was pointed out that despite the use of inlet air filtration
systems, mineral dust grains with dimensions less than 2–5 µm enter the engine and are
the cause of accelerated wear. Larger dust grains can only enter the engine cylinders if
the filtration system fails. Modern tribological systems of internal combustion engines,
due to the increasing thermal and mechanical loads on the engines, are characterized by
increasingly smaller clearances and oil thickness between the friction pair surfaces. It is
currently believed that mineral dust grains above 1 µm cause accelerated wear.

The paper also analyzes the phenomenon of the effect of road dust and other air pollu-
tants (salt, oil, moisture) that settle on the measuring element of the air flow meter causing
a change in its characteristics. As a result, the information transmitted to the on-board
computer and the mass of air flowing is incorrect, which interferes with engine operation
causing a decrease in power. Data were quoted showing the influence of contaminants
contained in the engine oil, where they enter from the air in contact with the cylinder liner,
on the accelerated wear of elements of these associations, which are lubricated by oil. The
paper draws attention to the effects that result from accelerated wear of engine components.
The influence of excessive wear of PR-CL junction on the decrease of compression pressure,
engine power and on the blow-by of cargo and exhaust fumes to the crankcase is pre-
sented. Innovative technologies were presented, e.g., texturing the surfaces of piston rings
and cylinder liners, applying layers that reduce friction and prevent their increased wear.
Attention was drawn to the necessity of using air filters of high efficiency and accuracy,
especially in the case of vehicles operating in conditions of high dust concentration in the
air. The number of available literature items concerning this problem is extensive; therefore,
the authors used only selected items. In the available literature, there is no study which
comprehensively covers the problem of the influence of the dimensions of dust grains,
their hardness, and dust concentration on the wear of the PR-CL friction pair of an internal
combustion engine. The results of wear of the elements obtained during laboratory tests,
bench tests on an engine dynamometer, and during real engine operation were analyzed.

2. The Effect of Dust in the Intake Air on Engine Component Wear

The basic task of the air supply system is to supply the engine with air of the appro-
priate quantity and quality (purity), for which the air filter is responsible. The basic filter
material of motor vehicle operating fluids are fibrous materials, mainly filter paper, which
is characterized by high mass efficiency of over 99.9% and high accuracy of dust grains
above 2–5 µm, but low dust absorption of about 200–250 g/m2 [76–78].

Therefore, the engine inlet air (downstream of the filter) contains dust grains with
sizes below 5 µm. Dust grains with larger sizes can enter with the air into the engine
cylinders only in case of failure (leakage of connections) of the inlet system or loss of
filtering properties of the paper cartridge.

The effects of dust particles contained in engine intake air and oil on engine compo-
nents are varied and consist of (Figure 1):

• Abrasive wear of P-PR-CL coupling elements;
• Erosive wear of compressor and turbine;
• Abrasive wear of junction elements to which lubricating oil is supplied;
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• Settling of dust on the measuring element of the air flow meter;
• Settling of molten dust particles on the catalytic surface.
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In machine operation, tribological wear processes are divided into the following
processes: abrasive, adhesive, oxidative, fatigue, corrosive, and cavitation. From the point
of view of filtration of exploitation fluids, the important processes are those that are caused
by impurities in the fluids. This is wear caused by the abrasive action of loose solid
particles of impurities. Abrasive wear is a phenomenon of destruction of the surface layer
of cooperating bodies (moving in relation to each other) during friction as a result of the
impact of roughness projections of one element on the surface layer of the other element.
This movement is accompanied by dry or mixed friction. This type of wear consists in
the fact that hard bumps or loose abrasive grains are embedded (pressed) in the surface
layer of mating elements and during relative movement cause its destruction. During
the operation of engines, the abrasive grains enter the mating fluids, mainly with the air.
Abrasive wear is a mechanical process. The character of the action of abrasive particles
on the surface layer material depends mainly on the type of their relative motion and on
the character and value of forces acting in the area of contact between the particle and the
machine component.

In internal combustion engine systems, there are many friction pairs that require a
lubricant for proper operation, which minimizes friction and reduces their wear value. The
piston–ring–cylinder (P-PR-CL) friction pair is the primary assembly that determines the
wear and life of an internal combustion engine. Other frictional pairs include the main and
crankshaft and camshaft plain bearings (journal–crankcase), valve stem-guide, camshaft
cam-valve galleries, piston pin–crankcase, and valve seat–valve seats (Figure 2). The tribo-
logical behavior of the (P-PR-CL) assembly has long been recognized as an important factor
affecting the performance of internal combustion engines in terms of fuel consumption,
power loss, oil consumption, emissions of harmful exhaust components, and working fluid
blow-by into the crankcase.

The piston, which is the mobile combustion chamber closure, serves to convert the
chemical energy of the fuel into useful kinetic energy. The primary role of the piston
rings, which are pressed against the cylinder surface by elastic force, is to seal the gas flow
between the combustion chamber and the crankcase. The piston rings, which are located in
the piston grooves, move along the cylinder liner in a reciprocating motion with a high,
but also variable sliding speed. In addition, the piston rings move axially and radially in
the piston groove, rotate in the ring groove relative to the sleeve axis and deform, causing
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inclination relative to the cylinder liner. This can cause changes in the oil film parameters
The pressure of the rings on the surface of the sleeve is assisted by the gas pressure acting
on the rear part of the ring. When the total of the forces acting on the ring along the cylinder
axis changes its direction, the ring breaks away from the lower piston groove surface and
moves axially to the upper piston groove surface. This results in gas being blown into the
crankcase. The cyclic piston ring movements cause oil to flow over the piston crown, which
is burned off [79].
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Figure 2. Friction couplings in internal combustion engine systems.

The air flowing into the combustion chamber usually makes a helical motion towards
the piston crown, which is caused by a suitably shaped intake duct. The inertia force acts
on the dust grains in the airstream and directs the heavier grains to the cylinder surface
where they are fixed in the oil film.

In the abrasive wear of the engine component surfaces, only that part of the dust grains
that penetrated the engine’s superstructure with the air and settled in the oil film on the
cylinder liner wall are involved. The contamination grains suspended in the oil film, which
are mainly of mineral origin, get between the two mating surfaces of the piston–piston
ring–cylinder (P-PR-CL) or plain bearing (journal–shell) joint and form an oil film (Figure 3).
If the minimum oil film thickness hmin between the mating surfaces is greater than the
particle size dp, there is no contact between the dust grains and the mating surfaces and
they do not cause damage to the surfaces.
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In an internal combustion engine, which operates with variable speed and load, the
oil film thickness hmin is not a constant value and depends directly proportional to the
oil viscosity depending on the temperature, relative speed in the lubricated surfaces and
inversely proportional to the loading force N (engine load) according to the relation [80]:

hmin = C
η·υw

N
(1)

where C—a coefficient that depends on the dimensions of the association elements.
Abrasive wear occurs when, as a result of an increase in the applied force N (increase

in load, increase in temperature and decrease in viscosity), two mating surfaces come
into close proximity at a distance dp = hmin (Figure 4). Dust grains are generally irregular
lumps with sharp multilateral cutting edges. When a hard particle (mineral dust grain)
has gained contact with two surfaces and the action of the force N does not give way,
the particle usually penetrates one of the surfaces. The dust particle so fixed acts as a
cutting tool causing micro-volume cutting and deformation of the layer of the opposite
surface. The dust grains can cause scratching, furrowing, and break off metal shavings that
are embedded in the material of the components that make up the engine’s component
assembly. In addition, engine components are subject to different loads, which changes the
clearance values and oil operating conditions. Most of the dynamic clearances are in the
range of 0–20 µm.
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of maximum wear of the association. Figure made by the authors based on data from [82].

The prevailing view in the literature is that wear is caused by dust grains with size dp
equal to the minimum hmin thickness of the oil film between the mating surfaces at a given
moment. For any other value of the hmin/dp quotient, the association wear decreases [82,83].
Accurate calculation of this thickness is difficult, both in associations with reciprocating
and rotating motion, because:

• The surface outline is not exactly geometric;
• The temperature and viscosity of the oil film changes;
• Unit pressures are constantly changing due to the cyclic nature of operation and

varying engine load;
• The clearances in the linkages increase as the wear of the engine components increases—

with the increase of its service mileage.

Between the cylinder liner and piston rings, the oil film thickness is determined mainly
by the piston velocity, which varies sinusoidally (Figure 5), and oil viscosity, which depends
on the temperature of mating elements. The highest value of piston (piston ring) velocity,
the most critical zone where intense wear occurs, is in the top dead center (TDC) area
due to a combination of various adverse factors. The change in the direction of piston
movement (alternate acceleration and deceleration) in the extreme positions of the cylinder
liner causes its velocity to be the lowest in this area, and zero at BDC and TDC. This leads
to a reduction in oil film thickness or its complete disappearance. P-PR-CL components are
subjected to the highest temperature, resulting from direct contact with the hot exhaust gas,
which causes a decrease in viscosity and lubricating wedge thickness. Consequently, there
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may be periods of even direct metallic contact between the piston ring and the bushing,
resulting in increased friction coefficient and wear [84].
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The change in oil film thickness between the upper ring and cylinder liner as a function
of crankshaft rotation angle for three (800, 3000, 7000 rpm) The rotational speeds of the
engine operating at full load are shown in Figure 6. The oil film thickness increases its value
as the engine speed increases—the reciprocating motion speed increases [85]. The oil film
thickness reached its maximum value in the middle of the stroke, where the piston speed
is the highest, which induces hydrodynamic lubrication. For 800; 3000 and 7000 rpm, the
oil film thickness at mid-stroke (90 and 450◦ crank angle) varied from 0.7–1.5, 2.4–2.6, and
3.4–4 µm, respectively. At BDC and TDC, the oil film thickness reaches minimum values.
These are probably the points where the piston ring comes into metallic contact with the
cylinder liner (boundary lubrication). Under these conditions theoretically any particle of
arbitrarily small size can be the cause of wear.
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20W40 engine oil. Figure made by the authors based on data from [85].

From the theoretical and experimental studies conducted by the authors of the
paper [86], it can be seen that the minimum oil film thickness hmin changes its value
depending on the crankshaft rotation angle (piston position in the cylinder), which is
influenced by the rotational speed, engine load and oil viscosity. During the compression
stroke (3000 rpm, 40 Nm load), the minimum thickness of the oil film on the sealing ring
was hmin = 9 µm, and during the operating stroke—hmin = 5 µm, which is 50% less and
results from the pressure of exhaust gases on the rear part of the ring.

As a result of changes in the thickness of the oil film between the mating surfaces,
the dust grains found there may be crushed and fragmented. The resulting smaller grains
can penetrate between the two mating surfaces where the oil film thickness takes on small
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values. In typical combustion engine mating, the oil film thickness reported by the authors
of the paper [87] assumes varying values (Figure 7).
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It is believed that the abrasive aggressiveness of dust decreases when the dust grain
sizes are less than 5 µm. Such a value is considered to be the upper acceptable size of
dust grains that can be passed through air, fuel, and oil filters. Therefore, work is being
undertaken to increase the filtration accuracy of dust grains in this range, for example by
using nanofiber filter baffles [88–92].

Dust entering with the air into the engine cylinders most intensively affects the first
piston ring, the piston and the upper part of the cylinder.

The influence of the parameters of the dust sucked in together with the air to the
engine on the value of wear is considered in relation to the wear of these very engine
elements. The value of their wear is determined mainly during experimental research on
real engines. Due to great difficulties in carrying out such tests, the available literature
contains few and partial results, mainly concerning the influence of three dust parameters
(grain size, dust concentration in the air, and grain hardness) on the accelerated wear of the
first piston ring, piston, top part of the cylinder, and main and connecting-rod journals.

The effect of particle size on engine wear is a complex process. Particles whose
diameter is smaller than the thickness of the oil film should not damage the surface.
However, they weaken the oil film and can cause an increase in oil density.

The magnitude of dust-induced wear of engine components depends on the properties
of the dust drawn in with the air, and mainly on [93]:

• The size of the dust grains;
• Dust concentration in the air;
• Granulometric and chemical (hardness) composition of dust;
• Shape of dust grains.

At the same time, the effect of dust is closely related to:

• Clearance values between mating parts;
• Engine design parameters (compression ratio, piston stroke);
• Presence and type of lubricating oil;
• Engine operating parameters (load, rotational speed);
• Mechanical properties of the materials from which the components are made);
• Frequency of air filter maintenance.

The author of the paper [94] shows that there is a close relationship between the
dimensions of SiO2 grains in the air sucked into the engine and the amount of wear of the
cylinder liner and piston. All dust grains above 1 m cause increased wear, but the greatest
abrasive effect occurs at grain sizes of 7–18 µm—Figure 8a.
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Figure 8. Effect of SiO2 dust grain size on relative wear of: (a) cylinder liner and piston [94], (b) piston
ring. Figure made by the authors using data from [95].

A similar nature of wear, in this case of the upper piston ring of a Diesel engine, is
shown in the graph in Figure 8b. The greatest abrasive effect of this ring was found for
grains in the 7–20 µm range [95]. The same wear value is caused by dust grains of small
(less than 5 µm) as well as large sizes—above 20 µm.

The graph shown in Figure 9 confirms, the relationship between particle size and
component wear. Five classified fractions of road dust were used in the study. The
maximum effect of piston ring wear was obtained for particles of 21.5 µm diameter. Above
and below this size, ring wear is significantly reduced.
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This phenomenon is explained by the fact that dust grains of large size do not penetrate
between two mating surfaces at the first moment and do not cause wear. However, due to
the variation of operating conditions and engine load, the oil film thickness is constantly
changing. In such a situation, large dust grains can penetrate between two moving parts
and when they come into contact with two surfaces they crumble into smaller grains and
only then do they cause wear.

This phenomenon is confirmed by the graphs in Figure 10. The greatest wear of
the cylinder face of the ZS engine was caused by quartz (silica) dust grains with sizes of
20–40 µm. Dust grains with dimensions in the range dp = 0–4 µm cause the same value
of wear as grains with dimensions dp = 40–60 µm [97]. Regardless of the size of the dust
grains, the maximum wear occurred in the upper part of the cylinder liner, which is typical
for P-PR-CL association, and this is due to the fact that at this location the upper piston
ring reaches the TDC position. It is known from the kinematics of the piston–crank system
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that near TDC and BDC the piston ring travel velocity along the cylinder liner surface has
the smallest value, and at TDC and BDC it is zero. The lubrication wedge disappears, and
then even the smallest dust grains come into contact with the mating surfaces, causing their
abrasive wear.
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Figure 10. Cylinder face wear for different test dust fractions. Figure made by the authors using data
from [97].

According to the author of the paper [98], the highest value of piston ring wear
(241 mg/h) was observed for the dust fraction 5–10 µm, and the lowest wear (5 mg/h)
was caused (as expected) by dust grains with sizes of 0–5 µm. The wear value with dust
grains of size 10–20 µm and standard “fine” dust 0–80 µm is 50% less than the wear for the
dust fraction 5–10 µm (Figure 11). A dust concentration of 1.0 grain/1000 cubic feet of air
(28.317 m3) was used.
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Figure 11. Influence of dust grain size on piston ring wear. Figure made by the authors using data
from [98].

From the data presented in Figure 12, it can be seen that the highest values of the
wear rate of the main and connecting-rod journal surfaces of a Diesel engine are caused
by dust grains with sizes of 5–10 µm, while dust grains with sizes of 0–5 µm are the cause
of increased wear of the piston rings of this engine [85]. Even contaminants containing
large particles up to 80 µm did not cause as much damage as contaminants with particles
concentrated in the size range of 0 to 10 µm.

Studies by the authors of the work [100] have shown that dust with a grain size of
0-5 µm causes more engine wear than grains in the 0–40 µm range. Similar trends were
observed by the authors of the work [85], who showed that about four times more wear
of diesel engine rings is caused by dust grains with grain sizes of 0–5 and 5–10 µm than
by particles of 10–20 µm. According to another study [101], engine wear is an exponential
function of particle diameter in the 2–20 µm range, and wear caused by 4–10 µm particles
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is about three times greater than for 2–4 µm particles. The obvious inconsistency in the size
of particles causing maximum engine wear may be due to the use of different engines with
different dynamic clearances between moving parts and different measurement techniques.
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Figure 12. Effect of dust grain size on wear rate of Diesel engine components. Figure made by the
authors using data from [85,99].

Tests performed by the authors of the paper [102] showed that the main bearing,
crankshaft bearing and oil ring experienced maximum wear by a different range of particle
sizes. During the tests, a sample of 2 g of AC Coarse test dust with particle size ranges of
0–5, 5–10, 10–20, 20–40, 40–80, and 80–200 µm was introduced into the engine lubrication
system (without filters). For the oil ring, the maximum wear was caused by particle sizes of
5–10 µm, for the main bearing it was particles in the 20–40 µm range, and for the connecting
rod bearing the most dangerous particles were 20–80 µm (Figure 13). This sensitivity to
different particle sizes can be explained by the fact that each of these associations has a
different clearance between the mating surfaces.
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Figure 13. The particle wear sensitivity functions for the main bearing, wrist pin bearing, and oil ring.
Figure made by the authors based on data from [102].

It can be seen from the graphs in Figure 14 that as the particle radius R increases, the
wear rate of the engine cylinder liner and piston ring increases rapidly, but only up to a
certain critical size, in this case about 7 µm, and then the wear rate decreases and is almost
constant. This may be related to the fact that the clearance between the piston ring and the
cylinder liner is small enough to limit the entry of larger size particles and thus eliminate
their effect on wear. Moreover, Figure 14 shows that the wear of the piston ring is almost
ten times greater than that of the cylinder liner, even though both components are affected
by the same value of dust concentration in the air [103].
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Figure 14. Effect of particle size on wear rate of cylinder liner and piston ring. Figure made by the
authors using data from [103].

From the data in Figure 15, it can be seen that the engine load has a significant effect
on the abrasive wear of the upper seal ring. Changing the engine load from 0–20 HP
causes a slight increase in ring wear. An increase in load above 22.5 HP results in a
more than fourfold increase in wear intensity, which may be due to a decrease in oil film
thickness between the friction surfaces and the occurrence of grain contact with the friction
surfaces [96].
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Figure 16 shows, for different operating times of the friction pair, the effect of dust
particle size on the bearing wear rate [82]. Tests were carried out without filter and with the
addition of 0.4 g of road dust in the indicated particle size ranges. For the first half hour after
dust addition, the fraction in the 10–20 µm range caused bearing wear of kw = 124.8 mg/h.
This is significantly greater than the bearing wear caused by the other fractions, and also
greater wear caused by the same mass of test dust in the 0–80 µm range. During the next
30 min after dust addition, the rate of bearing wear by all fractions is almost identical and
takes values around kw = 14 mg/h. These values are similar to the values of bearing wear
by the 0–5 µm fraction for the first half hour after dust addition. After the third hour of
friction pair operation, a slight wear rate was recorded, but only for test dust in the 0–80 µm
range. The authors believe that large dust particles are crushed into smaller ones by the
action of the oil pump and between the surfaces of engine components.

The paper [104] presents the results of a study on the effect of three granulations of
quartz dust: 2.5–7, 8–20, and 16–40 µm contained in oil on the wear of engine plain bearings.
The highest wear of plain bearings is caused by quartz dust particles contained in oil with
size up to 20 µm.
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It can be seen from the graphs presented in Figure 17 that during engine operation
at 50% load, as the size of dust grains increases in the range of 2.5–22.5 µm, the wear of
cylinder liners increases almost linearly regardless of the type of dust [86]. Dust grain sizes
of 2.5–7.5 µm and engine operation at 100% load cause 3.5 times more bushing wear than
during engine operation at 50% load.
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Figure 17. Effect of grain sizes of different dusts on the intensity of cylinder liner wear at the height
of the upper piston ring and. Figure made by the authors using data from [105].

The abrasive wear of engine component surfaces is directly related to the hardness
of the particles. The hard dust grains are silica SiO2 and alumina Al2O3, whose hardness,
judged by the Mohs 10-point scale (diamond has a value of 10 and talc has a value of 1),
takes on a value of 7 and 9, respectively. The hardness of both dust components far exceeds
that of most engine construction materials. The hardness of hardened carbon steel is about
6.5 on the Mohs scale.

The effect of the hardness of the dust grains on the wear of the upper piston ring is
shown in Figure 18. In the case of diamond dust, the wear is much higher than in the case
of road dust of equivalent grain size, and unlike road dust, whose primary component is
SiO2, it steadily increases with particle size over the entire range studied.

Lower hardness dust causes accelerated wear when the abrasive comes into contact
with the surface, then the dust grains are smoothed and ground. Wear is then limited to the
first piston ring. On the other hand, dust of high hardness does not undergo the process
of grinding and comminution, but causes wear of all piston rings and then, after getting
into oil, it takes part in the process of accelerated wear of other friction pairs (main journal–
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crankcase, connecting rod–crankcase, camshaft journal–crankcase, valve stem-guide, valve
cam–cam, and turbocharger bearings), which are reached by engine oil.
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Figure 18. Effect of dust grain size with different hardness on upper piston ring wear. Figure made
by the authors using data from [96].

The effect of the size of dust grains of different hardness (corundum and quartz) on
the wear of a chrome plated piston ring and cylinder liner is shown in Figure 19. The course
of the ring and liner wear rate for both minerals is practically the same. It can be seen from
Figure 19 that Al2O3 particles with a diameter in the range of 0–10 µm caused several times
more wear than SiO2 particles of the same size and hardness (6–7) on the Mohs scale [105].
The ring wear caused by SiO2 is four times less than Al2O3. For particles up to 5 mm in
size, the wear intensity is higher than for particles of larger size. This may be due to the
fact that at the given friction conditions a certain part of particles larger than 5 µm does not
enter the tribological areas of rings and sleeves and does not participate in abrasive wear.
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The concentration of dust in the air is another factor intensifying the wear of engine
components. The life of an engine is characterized by varying values of air dustiness. For
an air filter with a certain filtration efficiency, a higher dust concentration in the air results
in a greater mass of dust entering the engine cylinders. Several studies have shown that
engine wear increases significantly as the concentration of dust taken in with the air by the
engine increases [94,96,103,106–108].

The author of the paper [106] presented data on the concentration of dust in the air
depending on the conditions of vehicle use (Table 1) and then related it to the wear rate of
engine components—Figure 20.
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Table 1. Dust concentration values as a function of vehicle operating conditions Data for the table
were taken from the paper [106].

Condition Dust Concentration s (mg/m3)

Average Ambient 0.010–0.139

95th Percentile Ambient 0.089

99th Percentile Ambient 0.112

Paved Roads 0.139–57

Dirt Roads 0.139–6113

Dust Storms 0.1–176

Worst Dust Storm 3000

0 Visibility 883

20 × 0 Visibility 17,657
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Figure 20. Effect of dust concentration versus vehicle operating conditions on engine wear rate.
Figure made by the authors using data from [106].

The established linear relationship between engine wear and dust concentration shows
that when the dust concentration in the environment increases by more than 5 orders of
magnitude, the intensity of engine wear also increases by the same amount. An engine
operating on a dirt road or in a gravel pit in zero visibility, wears out about 10,000 times
faster than an identical engine operating in a rural environment (Figure 20).

Similarly, the author of the paper [96] showed that in the range of dust concentration
in the inlet air from 0.0042 to 0.287 g/1000 m3 of air, the wear rate of the upper piston ring
is a linear relationship (Figure 21).

During testing, standard engine operating conditions were maintained so as to mini-
mize piston ring wear from causes other than abrasion. The test dust used was Arizona
fine road dust also called “Standardized fine air cleaner test dust” with typical chemical
analysis shown in Table 2 and granulometric composition Table 3 [96].

According to the author of the paper [107], the engine wear, depending on the concentration
of dust in the air increases exponentially. At the dust concentration s = 20–30 mg/m3 the wear
becomes 1000 times higher than at the concentration s = 1–2 mg/m3, which is 10 times lower.

Figure 22 shows the exponential relationship between the Csepel Diesel engine life and
the airborne dust concentration (mass of SiO2 dust drawn in with the air) of 10–15 µm [94].
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Table 2. Chemical analysis of fine grade Arizona Road dust used in abrasive wear tests [96].

Components of Dust Percent by Weight [%]

SiO2 67–69

Fe2O3 3–5

Al2O3 15–17

CaO 2–4

MgO 0.5–1.5

Total Alkalis 3–5

Ignition loss 2–3

Table 3. Particle size distribution of dust used in abrasive tests [96].

Dust Particle Sizes dp [µm] Mass Fraction of Grains in the Dust Fm [%]

0 ÷ 5 39 ± 2

5 ÷ 10 18 ± 3

10 ÷ 20 16 ± 3

20 ÷ 40 18 ± 3

40 ÷ 80 9 ± 3
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From the graph in Figure 22, it can be seen that if the engine draws in ambient air
with a dust concentration of 0.2 mg/m3, the engine life (understood here as the number of
kilometers driven by the vehicle or hours of engine operation up to a certain wear limit) is
7000 h. If the mass of aspirated dust increases three times, the life of the engine decreases to
approximately 2000 h. An increase in the dust concentration in the air from 0.2 to 1 mg/m3

results in a fivefold increase in the mass of dust supplied to the engine cylinders and a
sixfold decrease in engine life.

The relationship between Diesel engine life and the amount of dust in the air (dust
concentration) and air filter permeability is shown in Figure 23 [94]. The increase in the
coefficient ε of air filter permeability (decrease in filtration efficiency) decreases the engine
life the more the dust concentration in the air has a higher value.
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Figure 23. Dependence of engine life on coefficient of filter permeability ε for different dust concen-
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According to the authors of the work [108], a fourfold increase in the concentration of
quartz dust in the intake air causes a fourfold increase in the intensity of wear of the first
piston ring of the D-54A engine, regardless of the size of the dust grains (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Wear intensity of the first piston ring of the D-54A engine for different values of quartz
dust concentration in the intake air and different fractional compositions. Figure made by the authors
using data from [108].

Figure 25 shows the effect of particle size and dust concentration on piston ring and
cylinder liner wear for two cases. In the first case, the dust particle size is reduced by 50%
from the reference value and is 3.4 µm, and in the second case, the dust concentration
per engine cylinder is reduced by 50% from the reference value and is 3.525 mg/cylinder.
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A 50% reduction in particle size or dust concentration reduces the wear rate of both the
cylinder liner and piston ring compared to the reference wear by 40% and 50%, respectively
(Figure 25). Thus, reducing the amount of dust per engine cylinder has a greater effect on
the wear rate compared to reducing the particle size.
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Figure 25. Wear rate: (a) piston ring, (b) cylinder liner for 50% reduction in dust particle size (case 1)
and 50% reduction in dust concentration per cylinder (case 2). Figure made by the authors using data
from [103].

However, both factors have a significant effect on the wear rate of the piston ring and
cylinder liner and are interrelated. Therefore, it is important to use air filters with high
filtration efficiency and accuracy, which can reduce the influence of both factors especially
during the operation of vehicles in dusty conditions, and thus ensure longer engine life.

Figure 26 shows the abrasive wear rate of the cylinder liner and piston ring when
three air filters with different filtration efficiencies are used compared to when no air filter
is installed in the engine.

It can be seen that installing inlet air filters for the engine significantly reduces the
wear rate of its components. For example, a filter with 97.8% filtration efficiency reduces
the abrasive wear of the cylinder liner from 107 × 10−5 to 2.02 × 10−5 µm/h, i.e., by
almost 98%. Any air filter with higher efficiency definitely reduces the wear of both engine
components, with the wear rate of piston rings being several times higher than that of the
cylinder liner.

Assuming the abrasive wear of both the cylinder liner and piston ring without air
filter as 100% (Figure 26), the use of an air filter with 97.8% efficiency reduces the wear of
both elements to 1.89%. After using an air filter with higher efficiency (99.45%), the wear of
the cylinder liner and piston ring is only 0.41% compared to the wear when there was no
air filter in the engine.

An increase in the engine oil filtration efficiency from ϕ1 = 66.7% to ϕ2 = 95% results
in a more than 50% decrease in the wear rate of the piston rings of the loaded Diesel
engine—Figure 27 [109].

Figure 28 shows the dependence of piston ring wear magnitude on slip velocity for
different ring loads at 24-h tests. As the slip velocity increases, the ring wear increases the
higher the load. In contrast, Figure 28b shows the dependence of ring wear on load for 24-h
test runs at 150 ◦C and for two different slip speeds. Both at slip speeds of 1 and 4 m/s the
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wear increases almost proportionally to the ring load, with the higher speed having higher
wear values.
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The paper [110] presents an operational study of the wear of the piston-cylinder
group of a Jamz 242N truck engine. The vehicles were operated on unpaved roads while
transporting iron ore. The engines were equipped with two different air filters. The wear of
the piston-cylinder group of the engine with the paper cartridge filter was 50% lower than
when the engine was equipped with the inertia-wash filter, which had a lower filtration
efficiency. The cylinder liner wear intensity at TDC (at the level of the first piston ring) had
an average value of 1.6 and 3 µm/1000 km, respectively (Figure 29). When these cars were
used on asphalt roads, the wear intensity of the piston–cylinder group elements decreased
six times [110].
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Figure 29. Wear of engine piston–cylinder group components during use on an unpaved road. Figure
made by the authors using data from [110].

The results of piston ring wear tests are presented in [45]. The test object was a
4-cylinder turbocharged compression ignition engine with a displacement of 1.3 dm3,
with charge air cooling and exhaust gas recirculation. The engine was equipped with a
common rail direct injection system and had a maximum power of 66 kW at 4000 rpm and
a maximum torque of 200 Nm in the range 1750–2250 rpm. The engine had a typical ring
arrangement which included a first rectangular sealing ring with a barrel-shaped, chrome-
plated face, a second conical sealing ring and a double lip scraper ring with chrome-plated
faces and with a helical spring. The aluminum piston had a cast iron insert under the first
sealing ring and cooling channels.

The tests were conducted during a long-term durability test of the engine operating
under heavy load conditions according to a special cycle that was repeated 336 times.
The total operating time of the engine during the durability tests was about 1200 h [45].
The wear of individual piston rings was determined as an increase in ring lock clearance
(Figure 30a) and as a decrease in ring height (Figure 30b).
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According to the authors of the paper [111], the intensity of cylinder liner wear at TDC
(at the level of the first piston ring) was on average 1.38 µm/1000 km of the mileage of a
vehicle used in sandy desert conditions and equipped with a two-stage filter (monocyclone
paper cartridge) and 3.8 µm/1000 km of the mileage for an engine equipped with an
inertia-washout filter, i.e., having lower filtration efficiency. The wear of the cylinder liner
in the lower part was twice less [111].

The accelerated wear of the cylinder liner, resulting from the operation of a truck
engine with a faulty air filtration system, is shown in Figure 31. The abrasive wear of the
cylinder liner in the form of parallel continuous bands of scratches along the liner formation,
located in the upper zone of the cylinder liner on approximately 1/5 of its circumference, is
clearly visible [112]. The scratch bands are so intensive and deep that no traces of the final
honing treatment of the cylinder liner surface can be seen. The view of the cylinder face of
a truck engine operated with an efficient air filtration system is shown in Figure 31c. There
are clear honing marks and combustion product deposits on the cylinder liner above the
top dead center of the first piston ring.
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Figure 31. Wear view of the cylinder liner of a truck engine operated with an inoperative and
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The loss of material in the form of scratches (grooves) results from the mechanical
impact of large-size foreign particles on the surface of the cylinder liner and the hardness is
much higher than the hardness of the metallic liner matrix. The cylinder liner has scratches
up to 70 µm wide (Figure 32). The width of the cracks in the cylinder face is a representation
of the size of the foreign particles between the mating parts.
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A paper cartridge newly installed in the filter only after exceeding 20–30% (Figure 33)
of the predicted mileage ensures the required efficiency (99.5%) and accuracy of air
filtration [72,87]. This is due to the phenomena occurring in the initial period of the
filtration process of the fibrous material. Therefore, the frequency of air filter servicing
(filter cartridge replacement with a new one) may affect engine wear and durability.
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Figure 33. Separation efficiency and engine wear rate as a function of air filter run time. Figure made
by the authors using data from [89,106].

The length of this period depends on the type and parameters of the filter material, the
concentration and granulometric composition of the dust, and the filtration rate. Figure 34
shows the results of experimental tests of several filter materials that differ in the length
(duration) of the initial filtration period [113]. With the increase of the mass of dust retained
in the filtration layer (increase of the km coefficient), the filtration efficiency of the tested
cartridges assumes increasingly higher values. The required value of filtration efficiency
(ϕw = 99.9%) is achieved by filter cartridges working in the same conditions (the same
value of dust concentration and air flow) after different time. Insert A achieves an efficiency
of ϕw = 99.9% after obtaining a dust absorption coefficient kmA = 110.7 g/m2. For inserts
B, C, D, and E made of other filtration materials the initial period (time of obtaining the
required filtration efficiency) is much shorter. For inserts E (polyester + PTFE membrane)
and D (cellulose + polyester + nanofiber), this period ends at the earliest when the dust
absorption coefficient kmE = 5.77 and kmD = 7.22 g/m2, respectively, is reached. For cartridge
B (polyester), the initial period ends at a dust absorption coefficient of kmB = 31.9 g/m2,
and cartridge C (cellulose + polyester) for a coefficient of kmC = 48.5 g/m2 (Figure 34).
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At this time, there are large dust grains in the air behind the filters. The largest dust
grain sizes (dpmax = 28 µm) were recorded downstream of cartridge A (cellulose), and the
smallest (dpmax = 7.9 µm), downstream of cartridge E, which is closely related to the initial
filtration efficiency of these cartridges. This is due to the higher grammage, and smaller
pore size of the filter materials tested.

The initial filtration efficiencies of the tested cartridges take on different values. The
lowest value (ϕw0A = 96.3%) was recorded for the filter cartridge made of filtering material
A (cellulose). Inserts B, C, D, and E have higher values of initial filtration efficiency,
respectively: ϕw0B = 98.9%, ϕw0C = 98.2%, ϕw0D = 99.8%, ϕw0E = 99.97% (Figure 34).

Low initial filtration efficiency and the presence of large dust grains in the cleaned air
during the initial period of filter operation (after replacing the contaminated filter insert
with a new one) can affect the accelerated wear of mainly P-PR-CL association. Thus,
frequent, unjustified filter cartridge replacement may be the cause of accelerated wear of
engine components.

On the other hand, the authors of the paper [114] believe that the wear of the friction
pair “cylinder–piston rings” and thus the durability of the internal combustion engine
depends not only on the efficiency of the inlet air filtration and the wear resistance of the
parts, but also on the design of the intake manifold. In the intake manifold of a multi-
cylinder car engine (Figure 35a), due to the rapid twisting of the flowing air in the ducts
and the associated effect of the inertial force on the dust particles, uneven distribution of
the dust particles to the individual engine cylinders can occur, resulting in uneven wear of
the piston–cylinder group.
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Figure 35. Intake manifold with different outlet angles (1, 3, and 5—engine cylinder numbers):
(a) construction and functional diagram, (b) the ratio of the number of dust particles dpi the size of 5,
10, 20, and 30 µm in the cylinders to the total number of particles Σdpi at the inlet at different rotation
frequency n of the crankshaft. The figure was made by the authors based on data from [114].

Simulation studies were carried out in the air velocity range of 5–20 m/s in branched
manifold channels with diversion angles of 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦ for the most characteristic
particle sizes of 5–30 µm [114,115]. The computational results showed that the dust particles
deviate from the air flow line due to inertia and can move through the side outlet the
larger the particle size, channel deflection angle and air velocity—Figure 35b. The uneven
distribution of particles in some modes of operation is so great that as much as 75–85% of
the dust can enter the outermost cylinder, furthest from the inlet to the intake manifold.
This explains the reason for the uneven local abrasive wear of the cylinder–piston group
and valve mechanism components in individual cylinders.
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According to the author of the paper [116], the excessive presence of sulfur in the
fuel may be the cause of additional corrosion wear of piston rings and cylinder liners, i.e.,
those engine elements which are in contact with exhaust gases. This type of corrosion wear
caused by sulfuric acid intensifies when the engine is operated at low temperatures and
when exhaust gas recirculation is used. It can be seen from Figure 36 that the rate of cylinder
liner wear increases with increasing particle size in the range of 15–30 µm and engine speed
in the range of 1000–2500 rpm. The dust samples used in this study were obtained from the
Jordanian desert. The wear rate of the cylinder liner increased significantly when sulfur
was cycled into the fuel at 0.03%, 0.6%, and 0.1% (Figure 36b). A maximum wear rate of
2.41 µm/h was obtained when the engine was operated at n = 2500 rpm, for maximum
particle size (30 µm) and maximum sulfur content (0.1%) in the fuel.
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Figure 36. Cylinder liner wear rate as a function of engine speed: (a) for different sizes of dust grains
in the 15–30 µm range, (b) for different sizes of dust grains and with the addition of sulfur in the fuel.
Figure made by the authors using data from [116].

Figure 37 shows the effect of dust particles dosed with air and sulfur added to fuel
on engine cylinder liner wear along its formation. It can be clearly seen that the abrasive
wear takes maximum values at the top dead center (TDC), slightly smaller values at the
bottom dead center (BDC) and very little values at the other locations of the bushing
(Figure 37a). When the engine burns fuel with added sulfur, cylinder liner wear increases
because corrosive wear occurs in addition to abrasive wear caused by dust particles. The
total wear near TDC is higher than elsewhere in the cylinder liner [116]. This is probably
due to the difficult operating conditions of the rings in this zone: very low piston and ring
velocity, which disappears to zero at TDC. The upper ring is exposed to high temperature
gases (proximity to the combustion chamber), which causes the oil near the upper ring to
evaporate and reduce its viscosity. As a consequence, the lubricating wedge disappears, so
that most of the time there is metal-to-metal contact which is the cause of abrasive wear.
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Figure 37a shows the relationship between the wear of the first and second piston
rings and the mass of dust dispensed into the cylinder. The wear of the first ring, due
to high temperature and pressure, lower oil viscosity, is higher than that of the second
ring. The wear increases linearly as the intensity of the dust mass flowing into the cylinder
increases [116].

The relationship between the wear of the first and second piston ring and the degree of
sulfur content in the fuel is shown in Figure 38b. The course of ring wear is similar (linear)
to that shown in Figure 38a, but changes with less intensity. This shows that dust particles
have a greater effect on piston ring wear than sulfur in fuel. That is, the abrasive wear rate
of engine components is higher than the corrosive wear rate.
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Experimental studies of the wear of piston-cylinder assembly components of five
4-cylinder 85.3 kW engines were presented in [117]. Each of the five tested engines was
equipped with a completely new set consisting of: honed sleeve, piston, rings, pins, and
valves. The first stage of the study involved running the engines during the run-in period
for 10 h at 1400–2800 rpm and varying load and with increased air dust. The engine load
and speed were increased systematically from minimum to maximum value. The second
stage of testing consisted of seven 3-h cycles of 2 h 50 min full load at 2800 rpm and 10 min
idle to obtain a total of 21 h of engine operation. In this stage, test dust containing mainly
73.7% SiO2 and 14.8 Al2O3 was precisely metered into the engine intake manifold at a rate
of 1.3 g/h, corresponding to an ambient dust concentration of about 8 mg/m3. To avoid the
accumulation of dust and wear products inside the engine lubrication system, an additional
external fine oil filtration system was added.

The wear of the pistons was expressed by the change in their average radius, while
the wear of the top, middle, and bottom ring was expressed by the change in the size of
the end gaps: PI, PII, and PIII. The lapping operation causes only 1.3–3.9 µm of cylinder
liner wear due to the change in the roughness parameters of the cylinder liners. The ring
wear during engine run-in averages 53.2 µm for top rings, 153.2 µm for middle rings, and
369 µm for bottom rings (Figure 39a). During the second stage of testing, the average wear
is respectively—for cylinder liners: 4.0–24.3 µm, for pistons: 2.6–4.4 µm, and for rings:
∆PI = 340 µm, ∆PII = 560 µm, ∆PIII = 960 µm (Figure 39b).

From the above analysis, it can be seen that wear of the elements of the friction pair
“cylinder liner—piston rings” and other friction associations in the engine is inevitable
due to the presence of hard dust grains in the engine intake air. This is due to the fact that
standard cellulose-based filter materials used for engine intake air filters have filtration
efficiencies in excess of = 99.5% and dust grain retention accuracy of more than 2–5 µm [113].
It follows that all dust grains above 2–5 µm enter the engine cylinders. From available liter-
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ature data, all dust grains above dp ≥ 1 µm cause accelerated wear of internal combustion
engine components [76,94,95,106]. The only way to protect engines from excessive wear
of frictionally cooperating surfaces is to use materials with an engine inlet air filtration
accuracy above 1 µm. Such possibilities are created by polymer nanofibers, i.e., fibers with
a diameter below 1 µm obtained by electrospinning [118–123].
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Nanofibers have completely different and new properties compared to standard fibers.
First of all, they have a large surface area in relation to their weight and a significantly
higher strength, and they also have a higher chemical activity and higher moisture sorption.
In automotive technology, nanofibers with very small diameters of about 50–800 nm are
used. Companies producing filter media using nanofibers have developed their own
technologies for this purpose, such as Donaldson’s Ultra-Web® and Fibra-Web® technology,
Finetex MatsTM from Finetex Technology Inc. and AM-SOIL Ea Air Filters. Due to the
limited mechanical and strength properties of the nanofiber thin film (1–5 µm), it is applied
over a substrate of conventional filter materials that have greater thickness and strength.

A thin nanofiber layer applied on the inlet side of a standard filter bed, which can be
cellulose, nylon, or polyester (Figure 40) traps contaminant particles before they penetrate
deep into the filter material [124–126].
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The use of nanofibers as an additional layer applied to standard air filter materials used
in motor vehicles significantly improves filtration efficiency and accuracy, but unfortunately
increases flow resistance. Figure 41 shows the filtration efficiency of a nanofiber filter
medium with a cellulose substrate on which a layer of nanofibers with a thickness of 300 µm,
a weight gm = 0.1 g/m2 and a fiber diameter in the range of 40–800 nm was placed [127]. For
filtration velocity υF = 0.03 m/s and dust grains in the range dp = 0.2–4.5 µm, the filtration
efficiency of this bed reaches values ϕ = 64–99%, respectively. For a much higher filtration
velocity υF = 0.2 m/s, the filtration efficiency reaches a slightly lower level. These efficiency
values are much higher than those of cellulose-based and commercial nanofiber materials
(Figure 40).
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The second area of activity aimed at reducing friction and wear of elements of the friction
pair “cylinder liner—piston rings” and other friction bonds is focused on the application of
innovative technologies. Surface modification and coating, suitable lubricating oil or surface
texturing are important techniques for reducing friction between two friction surfaces. One
of the factors preventing excessive wear of engine elements is the application of antiwear
coatings on the most thermally stressed and wear-prone elements of the piston–ring–cylinder
unit. The results of research on the influence of introduction of these coatings for various
parameters of internal combustion engines, both car and aircraft, are presented in [128–135].

Examples include thermal application of advanced cylinder liner coatings such as
nickel and diamond-like carbon nanocomposite [131], coating of piston rings (PR) with
molybdenum (Mo) powder [132], coating of diamond-like carbon (DLC) on piston rings
and Fe coating on cylinder liner [133], coating of alumina nanopowder on piston rings and
CrN coating on cylinder liner [134], and thermal spraying of coatings on ring faces [135].

Surface texturing of piston rings and cylinder liners is an innovative technology to
reduce friction and improve wear resistance of these most heat and strength stressed
components. After conventional honing, the surface texture of cylinder liners can be
changed by a number of techniques such as flat honing, helical honing, laser honing, and
laser texturing [136]. The honing angle or the angle of the transverse notch created by the
honing process is believed to affect the tribological behavior of the sleeve–ring tribosystem.
Surface texturing, as an effective method to improve the tribological properties of P-PR-CL
friction pairs, has received much attention in the relevant scientific literature [137–141].
Studies have included the influence of texture parameters: the shape of indentations,
their size, and surface ratio on the reduction of friction and wear of sliding elements in
an engine [137], the influence of honing angles (20–100◦) under boundary lubrication
conditions on the tribological behavior of the “cylinder liner–piston and piston ring”
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pair [138], effect of topography of DLC coating applied on piston ring and cylinder liner
on tribological characteristics of friction pair [139], effect of texture of thread grooves with
different widths on cylinder liner surfaces and texture of circular indentation on piston ring
on diesel engine performance [140], and effect of normal load on changes of liner surface
texture [141].

According to the authors [142], well-chosen surface texturing parameters can improve
the tribological properties of lubricated surfaces under relative sliding motion conditions
by creating a hydrodynamic lift phenomenon at the interface between the ring and cylinder
liner surfaces. The test results of the authors of paper [143] showed that under different
lubrication conditions, laser texturing of the cylinder liner can effectively reduce the friction
force in the reciprocating motion of the ring-sleeve pair. The average friction coefficients of the
laser textured cylinder liner-ring pair are reduced by about (18.6–37.6%). The authors of the
paper [144] optimized textures with diameters of 100 µm and 120 µm on a parabolic piston
ring and showed a reduction in friction of 27% and 21% compared to a ring without texture.

The authors of the paper [145] stated that reduction of friction and wear can affect
engine performance and can be achieved by using proper honing technique.

In [146], the effect of microstructure laid on the cylinder liner of an internal combustion
engine on the lubrication condition of the control ring was investigated. Measurements us-
ing a floating sleeve engine showed that the microstructure improved lubrication conditions
by reducing hydrodynamic friction.

Among all these methods, surface texturing has become one of the main methods to
improve the tribological properties of mechanical pairs undergoing relative sliding motion.

In conclusion of this section of the analysis, it should be stated that a large number of
factors influence the wear of engine friction pair components. These are dust parameters
(grain size, hardness, and shape), properties of the material from which engine elements
are made, engine operating conditions (rotational speed, load size, operating temperature),
efficiency and accuracy of inlet air filtration, quality of servicing air and oil filters, type and
quality (sulfur content) of fuel used, and conditions (value of dust concentration in the air)
in which a car is used. It is impossible to carry out research comprising all these factors.
Therefore, for a number of years, experimental tests have been carried out, which evaluate
the wear of only single or several factors simultaneously. Each researcher uses a different
methodology and test conditions. Moreover, the researchers use different wear indicators.
Therefore, the comparison of results is not always unambiguous.

3. Effect of Wear of P-PR-CL Junction Elements on Engine Operation

Wear and tear of the cylinder liner and piston rings caused by contaminants that
penetrate the engine cylinders with the intake air as well as contaminants contained in
the oil causes a loss of compressed medium and thus a pressure drop at the end of the
compression stroke. The result is a decrease in engine power and an increase in specific
fuel consumption. Excessive clearance in the P-PR-CL connection is the cause of increased
flow of exhaust gases into the oil sump, which increases the temperature of the lubricating
oil, decreases its lubricating properties and causes the oil to be blown out by the exhaust
gases. The effect of this phenomenon is the disappearance of the “oil film”, resulting in the
system moving from fluid friction conditions to boundary friction. The increased clearance
in the P-PR-CL combination intensifies the phenomenon of pumping action of the piston
rings, thereby increasing oil consumption and exhaust gas toxicity.

Figures 42–47 show the results of the P-PR-CL assembly wear and its effect on changes
in power, torque, specific fuel consumption, and exhaust gas blow-by into the crankcase
of a 1.3 dm3 turbocharged 4-cylinder ZS engine with charge air cooling and exhaust gas
recirculation [45]. This is a passenger car engine with a maximum power of 66 kW achieved
at 4000 rpm and a maximum torque of 200 Nm in the range 1750–2250 rpm. The honed
cylinder liners had narrow, deep grooves (lubricating oil reservoirs) in the upper part made
using laser machining.
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Long-term durability tests were conducted on the dynamometer bench, during which
each engine was operated under heavy load conditions according to a special cycle that
was repeated 336 times. The total operating time of each engine during the tests was 1200 h.
Every 42 test cycles or so, speed characteristics and other measurements were made to
determine motor performance.

Figure 42 shows the cylinder liner wear averaged over all cylinders of both engines.
The cylinder liner diameters in the direction parallel to the engine axis changed little,
while in the perpendicular direction the diameter increments were larger, especially in the
upper part of the liner. It should be assumed that the above changes in diameters are a
consequence of both wear of the sleeve surfaces and their deformation. The average values
for both directions indicate greater wear of the sleeves near the turning positions of the
ring pack, especially the upper turning position.

The wear of the cylinder liner and piston rings caused by impurities penetrating into
the cylinder liner together with the inlet air, as well as impurities contained in the oil,
resulted in a decrease in the tightness of the piston crown space. As a result, a loss of the
compressed medium occurred, and thus a pressure drop at the end of the compression
stroke, and in consequence a decrease in the power of the tested engine by about 2.5% and
an increase in specific fuel consumption by 3.4% (Figure 43).

Wear of the P-PR-CL association is at the same time an increase in the intensity of
exhaust gas blow-by into the crankcase (Figure 44a), which causes an increase in the
temperature of the lubricating oil, a decrease in its lubricating properties, and oil blow-by
of the exhaust gases. The effect of this phenomenon is the disappearance of the “lubricating
wedge,” resulting in the system moving from fluid friction conditions to boundary friction.

After 1200 h of engine operation at full load and 4000 rpm, the blow-by rate increased
by 61%. This greatly accelerates the degradation of engine oil. The increased clearance
in the P-PR-CL combination intensifies the phenomenon of pumping action of piston
rings, thereby increasing oil consumption and exhaust toxicity. At the same time, engine
oil consumption increased by 108%, 96%, and 113% at 100%, 33%, and 20 Nm loads,
respectively (Figure 44b).

The results of testing the integrity of the combustion chamber of 5 examples of six-
cylinder Diesel engines are presented in the paper [147]. These were engines with dis-
placement Vss = 6.8 dm3 and power Ne = 110 kW used for driving trucks, which were
exploited in similar conditions with an average mileage of 10,000 km per month. Changes
in combustion chamber tightness as a result of increased wear of engine cylinder liners
were determined on the basis of compression pressure measurements and the intensity
of exhaust gas blow-by into the crankcase. The measurements of the intensity of the
blow-by gases to the crankcase were carried out when the engine was idling and on the
chassis dynamometer at full engine load in the range of the crankshaft rotational speed
n = 1,570–2800 rpm. Until the car reached the mileage of 100,000 km, the measurements
were performed every 15,000 km, and after exceeding 100,000 km, every 50,000 km.

As a result of increased wear of the engine cylinder liners, the P-PR-CL junction
tightness decreases, and thus the pressure at the end of the ps compression stroke decreases
and the exhaust gas flow rate (blow-by) to the crankcase increases. With the mileage of
vehicles in the range of 0–500,000 km, the values of engine compression pressure decrease,
but a definite decrease occurs only after the mileage of about 80,000 km (Figure 45). The
measurement results were characterized by significant scatter.

The average compression pressure value after 500,000 km decreased by only 16%
compared to the value at zero mileage. Exhaust blow-by intensities increased significantly:
by 116% at idle, while the increase at full load was: 117% at 1570 rpm, 149% at 1880 rpm,
194% at 2200 rpm and 51% at 2800 rpm (Figure 46)

This was most probably due to the fact that the engines were being run-in during their
first period of operation. Above 50,000 km, the blow-by volume increased almost linearly
with the vehicle mileage. The values of the intensity of the exhaust gas blowing into the
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crankcase of a fully loaded engine (Figure 46b) have higher values, especially after the
mileage of S = 100,000 km.

Figure 47 shows the results of engine cylinder liner wear after bench and operational
tests [148]. The values of wear of cylinder liners during three reliable bench tests were
compared with the results of long-term operation of the same type of compression-ignition
internal combustion engine in a vehicle. Wear tests of cylinder liners of a 4CT90 internal
combustion Diesel engine were carried out for the following operating conditions [148]:

• Tests during long term operation (5 engines);
• Bench testing according to the “standard test” described in BN-79/1374-04;
• Tests on a laboratory test bench according to “heavy load test”;
• Tests on a laboratory test bench according to “start-up test”.

The object of this research was a 4-cylinder internal combustion engine with ZS 4CT90,
which is the driving unit of a Lublin delivery truck manufactured by WSK “Andoria”.
This is an engine with indirect injection, displacement Vss = 2.417 dm3, maximum power
63.5 kW at 4100 rpm, and maximum torque of 195 Nm at 2500 rpm.

In order to compare the obtained results of wear and tear of the test bench tests with
the wear and tear observed during operation of the vehicle (mileage of about 100,000 km),
it was assumed that 1 h of operation of the engine on the dynamometer during the “heavy
load test” and the “standard test” corresponds to the mileage of the vehicle of 60 km, while
start-ups take place every 7 km on average.

The average wear of the engine cylinder liners on the test bench after the “starting
test” represents 85.5% of the total average wear during engine operation in a vehicle that
has performed the same number of starts as during the starting test. For the “standard test”
and “heavy load test”, the average wear is higher and represents 103.4% and 107.5% of the
average wear during engine operation in the vehicle, respectively.

A comparison of the cylinder liner wear profiles shows that for both the “standard
test” and the “heavy load test” the highest wear values occurred near the upper and lower
reciprocating positions of the piston rings. Of all three bench tests compared, the wear
profile that was closest to the operating profile was obtained during the “start-up test”.

The increased wear of the cylinder liners in the TDC area is due to several reasons:

• The action of high exhaust gas temperature on the piston bottom and the first piston
ring, which causes a decrease in oil viscosity and a decrease in oil film thickness, and
consequently a transition from liquid to boundary lubrication;

• Low value of piston velocity (in TDC piston velocity is 0) which is the cause of decrease
of oil film thickness;

• Penetration of dust grains between mating surfaces of piston liner and piston rings,
which get into the upper part of the cylinder liner together with the intake air;

• Increased wear in the plane perpendicular to the engine axis.

The research on the influence of wear of piston-cylinder unit elements of five 4-cylinder
engines (Ne = 85.3 kW) on the changes of power, torque, specific fuel consumption and
exhaust gas toxicity was presented in the paper [44]. The study was conducted in two
stages: the first stage of the study involved running the engines in the run-in period for 10 h
at 1400–2800 rpm and variable load, the second stage lasted 21 h of engine operation and
consisted of seven 3-h cycles of 2 h 50 min full load at 2800 rpm and 10 min idle. During
the tests, test dust was dosed into the engine manifold at a rate of 1.3 g/h, corresponding
to an ambient dust concentration of approximately 8 mg/m3.

The tests showed noticeable differences between the engines in the obtained parame-
ters. Statistically, the average power output of the five engines after running-in and after
the full test slightly decreased by 2.5% from 83 to 80.9 kW. The same trend was observed for
the average torque, which changed from 285.5 to 277.9 Nm, also a reduction of 2.5%. Fuel
consumption increased by 3.6% from 364.3 to 377.4 g/(kWh), while total engine efficiency
decreased by 2.2% from 22.6% to 22.1%. A larger change was seen for exhaust emission
factors: CO increased by 35% and CH by 40.8%.
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The most reliable in the field of wear of engine elements are experimental tests con-
ducted on a real object. In the available literature, the results of wear of P-PR-CL engine
elements are presented, however, each researcher used an engine with different parameters
and applied a different testing methodology. Engine bench tests and in-service tests were
conducted. A common feature of these tests is the determination of the wear degree of the
P-PR-CL friction pair and the effects of wear in the form of blow-by in the crankcase, a
decrease in engine power and increased exhaust emissions. In engineering practice, the
parameter that determines the degree of wear of the P-PR-CL association and evaluation of
engine technical efficiency is the “pressure value at the end of the compression stroke”.

4. The Effect of Oil Contaminants on Engine Wear and Operation

Exterior contaminants, mainly mineral dust particles, are introduced into the engine
oil via the engine’s supply system together with air and fuel as well as during maintenance
work. As a result of the piston’s movement in the BDC direction, the rings scrape oil
together with mineral dust particles from the cylinder head into the oil sump. The engine
oil also contains internal contaminants such as particles of dust and metals that were not
removed during production, wear products of engine components, products of incomplete
combustion and products of chemical conversion. The concentration of contaminants in
oil is a function of the operating time of the oil in an engine and depends on: oil type and
properties, amount of oil added, type of oil filtration system, as well as operating conditions.
Contaminants in the oil of the lubricating system are distributed through the oil system
to those tribological areas of the engine that are lubricated, e.g., to the journal–crankshaft,
journal–camshaft, valve guide–valve stem combinations. Contaminants in the oil cause
scratches and damage to the mating surfaces (Figure 48). They may settle in the material
of bearing shells, and the effects of their presence in the form of abrasive wear will be
felt even after oil change, which is the basic form of removing contaminants from the
lubrication system.
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Figure 48. Wear view of pan (a) and crankshaft journal (b) of a car engine operated with a faulty air
filtration system [149].

The effect of oil change frequency on the intensity of wear of the P-PR-CL junction
and, consequently, on the decrease in pressure at the end of the compression stroke and the
decrease in power and increase in specific fuel consumption of the Cummins N 14 engine
was presented in [81]. The engine in which oil change was performed cyclically, every
25,000 miles, registered more than 18% decrease in power compared to the engine new and
the engine in which oil change was performed twice as often (Figure 49).

Along with oil and filter changes, contaminants that caused accelerated wear of
P-PR-CL association components were removed. Changing the oil at a lower frequency
caused the accumulation of contaminants and an increase in their concentration, and thus
increased wear of this association. This resulted in increased charge loss with leaks of the
P-PR-CL association during its compression in the cylinder. The loss of charge mass from
the cylinders is a decrease in engine inflation and power.
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Figure 49. Power change of Cummins N14 engine new and after various vehicle mileages with oil
changes every 12,000 and 25,000 miles. Figure made by the authors using data from [81].

The main source of contamination in engine oil are the dust particles that are carried
with the air into the engine’s cylinders and then transported to the oil sump by the piston
rings. There are also other contaminants in the engine oil: metallic wear products, carbon
deposits, and soot from the exhaust gases, fuel, and coolant. The grains that came into
contact between the surfaces of the piston rings and the cylinder liner and were involved in
the wear process may have crumbled into smaller grains and been smoothed out. Therefore,
their influence on the wear of those engine components that are lubricated with oil may be
different. The only way to reduce the effect of contaminants on engine components is to
use oil filters and to change oil and filters regularly.

5. Effects of Contaminants on Air Flow Meter Performance

One of the most significant sensors that are on an internal combustion engine is the
mass airflow (MAF) sensor used to measure the air entering the engine and determine the
exact amount of fuel to be injected. The MAF sensor is a device that directly measures
the mass of air entering the engine and sends a voltage signal to the engine control unit.
Electronic engine fuel injection systems use the MAF sensor to control the air/fuel ratio.
In doing so, they maintain the desired stoichiometric composition of the fuel mixture to
achieve the best balance between fuel economy and emission reduction. Therefore, a high
level of operational accuracy is required from the air flow meter sensor. MAF sensors are
calibrated under steady flow conditions without turbulence or vortices with a long straight
pipe to provide a turbulence-free, fully developed velocity profile. Unfortunately, these
flow conditions are not maintained when MAF sensors are used in engines. Air flow causes
turbulence around the sensor and interference with the sensor signal, resulting in unstable
mass flow measurements [150].

To measure the mass of air flowing into the engine, mainly two types of mass air flow
meters are used: with wire thermo-anemometer HLM (hot wire) and with layer thermo-
anemometer HFM (hot layer). As air flows past the hot wire, the wire cools, reducing its
resistance, which in turn allows more current to flow through the circuit. As the current
flows, the temperature of the wire increases until the resistance reaches equilibrium again.
The amount of current needed to maintain the temperature is directly proportional to the
mass of air flowing through the wire.

The basic element of the flowmeter is a cylindrical housing (Figure 50) through which
the air flow to the engine passes. The measuring element of the Bosch wire thermo-
anemometer flowmeter is a 70-µm-thick platinum wire stretched between the walls of the
housing perpendicular to the direction of the air stream flow.
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Figure 50. Air flow meter with wire thermo-anemometer: (a) general view, (b) measurement system
The figure was made by the authors based on data from [151].

Layer thermo-anemometer (hot layer) air flow meters are built with three main com-
ponents (Figure 51):

• The housing (measuring tube), which is built into the intake system after the air filter;
• A sensor (measuring element and electronics) located in the measuring tube;
• An inlet grid located at the inlet of the housing that protects against contaminants and

forces turbulent flow, similar to a wire thermo-anemometer flowmeter.
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Figure 51. Bosch HFM6 type air flow meter: (a) general view (1—housing, 2—sensor, 3—inlet grille),
(b) sensor (4—measuring element, 5—electronics, 6—digital interface). The figure was made by the
authors based on data from [152].

The dust grains which are not stopped by the air filter move with the inlet air stream
into the engine cylinders with an average speed υz = 15–25 m/s, depending on the cross-
sectional area of the inlet duct. Some of the grains impact and some are deposited on the
measuring element, forming a kind of thermal shield. The “wire flow meters” in particular
are exposed to this type of contamination. The dust grains that are not stopped by the air
filter settle on the surface of the wire, which traps the dust grains like a filter fiber in a
porous filter baffle.

At the same time, the grains of SiO2 and Al2O3 minerals in the flowing air stream,
which are characterized by sharp edges and very high hardness, strike the gauge wire,
crippling and scratching its surface (Figure 52) and thus weakening the entire wire. A dust
grain with a diameter dp = 5 µm moving with a velocity υz = 15 m/s hits the measuring
element with a kinetic energy Ek = 1.56 × 10−10 J. A dust grain with a diameter dp = 80 µm
(in the case of a faulty filter) moving with the same velocity has a kinetic energy more than
4000 times higher.
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Figure 52. Flow diagram of dust grains hitting the heating wire of HLM air flow meter: 1—dust
grains with diameter dp < 5 µm, 2—heating element, de = 70 µm—diameter of the heating wire.

A malfunctioning filter or a leak in the air supply system causes accelerated wear
of the flow meter heating wire, which leads to its failure even after several thousand
kilometers. Over time, some of the dust grains are retained on the wire and form a layer
whose thickness increases with the number of incoming grains—Figure 53.
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Figure 53. Diagram of dust grains deposition on the heating element (wire) of the LFM air flow
meter: 1—dust grains with diameter dp < 5 µm, 2—heating element, 3—layer formed by dust grains,
de = 70 µm—diameter of heating element (wire).

The resulting layer, whose basic component is silica SiO2, is a good insulator that has a
thermal conductivity coefficient of λs = 0.651 W/m-K, which is more than 100 times lower
than the thermal conductivity coefficient of the material (platinum λp = 71 W/mK) from
which the heating wire is made.

Moisture contained in atmospheric air can also settle on the measuring element. The
flowing air cools the dust-laden heating wire much less intensively. Thus, the value of the
current needed to heat the wire is lower. The information about the value of the air stream
sent to the on-board computer is different than if the heating wire was completely clean.

The engine intake air stream also contains contaminants in the form of:

• Oil particles which are fed into the air supply system via the crankcase ventilation
system, e.g., as a result of a defective oil separator;

• Carbon deposited in the flow meter due to a defective exhaust gas recirculation system.

These deposits on the measuring element of the flow meter are usually caused by
the reverse flow of the air stream in the direction from the engine to the air filter. These
backflows are most often caused by pulsations caused by cyclic intake of air to individual
engine cylinders during intake valve opening periods.
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Layer flow meters are more resistant to contaminations, since only a part of the air
stream flows over the measuring element. At the inlet and outlet of the casing there is a
mesh (Figure 54) whose task is to protect the inside of the flowmeter from contaminants
and also to force a turbulent air flow through the flowmeter throat.
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Figure 54. Protective mesh of flow meter with layered anemometer: (a) damaged, (b) contaminated
with dust. The figure was made by the authors based on data from [153].

A view of the layered anemometer flow meter measuring element with mechanical
damage caused by mineral dust grain impacts is shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 55. Mechanical damage to the measuring element of the layered anemometer flow meter due
to impacts of mineral dust grains. Figure made by the authors using data from [153].

Salt found in the intake air and coming from the ground can also be deposited on the
surface of the sensor layer, especially in winter (Figure 56).
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Oil mist may settle on the gauge sensor (Figure 57). The presence of engine oil in
the air stream (load) is a consequence of the crankcase ventilation system. The exhaust
gases always contain a small amount of oil despite passing through the filtration system. If
the oil separator of the ventilation system is damaged, the amount of incoming exhaust
gas and thus oil is particularly high. The accumulation of such contaminants is generally
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caused by a backflow of the air stream in the direction from the head intake ducts to the
air filter. This backflow is usually caused by pulsation of the air stream with insufficiently
closed intake valves (or worn intake valves), through which the medium from the engine
cylinders enters during the compression stroke.
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Deposition of this type of contamination is generally caused by backflow of the airflow
in the direction from the head intake ducts to the air filter.

Figure 58 shows the results of laboratory testing of the Uw = f (Qm) characteristic of a
Bosch HFM5 stratified air flow meter whose measuring element was contaminated with
dust, followed by oil and dust. When the measuring element was contaminated with road
dust there was an approximately 12% (Figure 58), drop in the output voltage Uw over the
entire range of air flow Qm. In the case when the measuring element was contaminated
with oil and dust, the drop in output voltage Uw is much greater and for the maximum air
flow Qm = 526 m3/h is 50%.
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Contamination of the flowmeter measuring element with road dust causes its isola-
tion because silica SiO2, which is the main component of dust, is a good insulator both
electrically and thermally. The layer of dust covering the measuring resistors is the cause of
reduced intensity of their cooling, which results in lower value of the current needed to
maintain a constant temperature difference between them. As a result, there is a decrease
in the output voltage Uw in relation to the output signal of the flowmeter in good condi-
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tion. The higher value of the voltage drop Uw in the case of oil and dust contamination is
probably due to a thicker layer of dust deposited on the measuring element, where oil acts
as a binder.

In real engine operating conditions for lower values of output voltage Uw the on-board
computer reads lower values of the air flow and in order to maintain the appropriate compo-
sition of the mixture doses a smaller mass of fuel. As a result, the engine power decreases.

Dust grains which are sucked in together with the air have a destructive effect not only
on the friction couples of the engine but also on the measuring element of the air flow meter.
In the air supply system of the modern engine there is a turbocharger. The basic element of
this device are two rotors connected by a shaft. Rotor located in the exhaust system of the
engine acquires a rotational speed (about 240,000 rpm) from the exhaust stream, which is
transferred to the rotor located in the inlet system of the engine. High velocities of the air
stream flowing onto the compressor blades (50–80 m/s) and of the exhaust stream (over
300 m/s), high peripheral velocities of rotor units (200–500 m/s) cause that the dust grains,
upon contact with the surfaces of these elements, have significant kinetic energy which
results in high impact force of the grains. This results in tearing out metal microparticles
from the surface of the parts, violation of their surface structure and geometric shapes. The
main effect of the impact of the dust grains on the rotor is the accelerated erosive wear of
the rotor in the form of a change in geometry and deterioration of the smoothness of their
surfaces and, consequently, a decrease in the efficiency and durability of the engine. The
authors did not analyze this problem, as it is a topic for a separate article.

6. Conclusions

This paper provides a systematic review of the research progress in the field of the
influence of engine intake air pollutants on the accelerated wear of the elements of the
combination: piston, piston rings, cylinder (P-PR-CL) and plain bearing (journal–panel).
Commonly harmful for internal combustion engines in operation is road dust, which
enters the engine cylinders mainly with the intake air, causing accelerated wear, and thus
reducing their reliability and durability. The main components of road dust are silica (SiO2)
and corundum Al2O3, whose proportion in dust reaches 60–95. The hardness of these
components evaluated on the basis of the ten grade Mohs scale is 7 and 9, respectively, and
significantly exceeds the hardness of construction materials used in engine construction.

Only 10–20% of the dust mass which enters the engine with the air through the intake
system is deposited on the oil-coated cylinder liner walls. These are mineral dust grains
with a size of less than 2–5 µm, as this is the accuracy provided by the cellulose-based
filter materials commonly used. The dust together with the oil forms a kind of abrasive
paste, which penetrates between the mating surfaces of the engine parts, e.g., piston-piston
rings-cylinder wall, causing their abrasive wear.

As a result of the movement of the piston towards its bottom dead center (BTC)
the rings scrape oil and contaminants from the cylinder floor into the oil sump. After
reaching the lubrication system, the contaminants are distributed via the oil system to those
tribological areas of the engine that are lubricated by oil and thus subject to accelerated
wear. These include, for example, friction pairs: the “journal–cup” plain bearings of the
crankshaft and camshaft, and the valve guide–valve stem assembly.

This paper presents an extensive analysis of the effect of three basic dust parameters
(grain size and hardness and dust concentration in air) on the accelerated wear of the
friction pair: piston, piston rings, cylinder (P-PR-CL) and plain bearing (journal–cup). It
was pointed out that the wear values of the same component were obtained by different
researchers using different testing techniques and under different conditions and evaluated
by different indices. However, regardless of the different methodologies, the researchers’
conclusions are similar.
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(1) The most dangerous for two mating parts are dust particles whose diameter dp is equal
to the oil film thickness hmin between two surfaces at a given moment. In an internal
combustion engine, there are many mating parts lubricated by engine oil, where the
oil film thickness depends on the conditions and parameters of engine operation and
oil properties, and therefore takes on different values in the range hmin = 0–50 µm;

(2) Abrasive wear of engine components is mainly caused by particles of 1–40 µm, with
dust grains of 1–20 µm being the most dangerous. Grains smaller and larger than this
range cause the same amount of wear;

(3) Depending on the type of association, its components experience maximum wear
by a different range of particle sizes. It can be caused by different dynamic clear-
ances between moving parts as well as different operating conditions and different
measuring techniques;

(4) The upper piston ring and cylinder liner are most susceptible to abrasive wear. Max-
imum wear occurs at the top of the cylinder liner, in a plane perpendicular to the
crankshaft axis, where the ring reaches TDC. This is due to the particularly unfavor-
able conditions for liner-ring interaction at this point: high temperature (oil viscosity
drop) and low piston speed, the effect of normal force on the cylinder walls is greatest,
high pressure of exhaust gases on the rear wall of the rings. As a result, the value of
the oil film decreases significantly or disappears completely. This is the reason for the
occurrence of boundary friction and increased wear.

However, more reliable tests of wear of engine elements are those carried out during
experimental bench tests or during operation of engines in real car exploitation. Such
research is labor-consuming and expensive; hence, the number of research results in the
literature is insignificant. Excessive wear of the P-PR-CL junction elements causes several
unfavorable phenomena in engine operation. First, there is increased blowing of the
compressed charge and hot exhaust gases into the crankcase. As a result, the pressure
decreases at the end of the compression stroke, and as a consequence, the torque and power
of the engine decrease and the specific fuel consumption increases. Increased blow-by of
hot exhaust gases into the oil sump causes an increase in the temperature of the P-PR-CL
bonding elements and the oil, which in turn lowers its viscosity. As a result, the thickness of
the oil film decreases, and consumption increases. This phenomenon becomes particularly
important when the piston is located near TDC, where the conditions of oil film formation,
due to low piston speed, high temperature and high load, are extremely unfavorable. In
addition, hot exhaust gases containing soot and other contaminants flow into the crankcase
and adversely affect (degrade) the oil there.

An inherent phenomenon of complicated piston ring movements during their opera-
tion is pumping oil over the piston bottom into the combustion chamber. The burning oil
increases the emission of toxic exhaust components. It should be noted that blow-through
of compressed cargo and exhaust gases to the crankcase occurs in every engine, but with
the mileage of the vehicle and the progressive wear of the P-PR-CL combination elements,
this phenomenon increases and may have an impact on the increased emission of toxic
components of exhaust gases.

The unfavorable phenomenon of friction and wear of friction components of an engine,
resulting mainly from the presence of dust, is an inherent process of car engine operation.
This phenomenon can be minimized by:

• use of filtration materials with the use of nanofibers, which increase the effectiveness
and accuracy of engine inlet air filtration—grains above 1 µm,

• use of wear-resistant ring and cylinder surfaces by spraying
• Texturing of ring and cylinder surfaces,
• use of suitable lubricating oils and fuels.

Dust in the air drawn into the engine is trapped and deposited on the measuring
element of the air mass sensor. Other contaminants (moisture, salt, oil) also settle on
this element, but dust grains are particularly dangerous due to their hardness and sharp
edges. Firstly, the deposited layer of dust is mainly silica, which is a good insulator and
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deteriorates the heat exchange between the measuring element material and the flowing air,
which is the essence of the flow meter operation. The voltage generated by the flowmeter
then has a lower value than an efficient flowmeter, which the computer reads as a smaller
mass of air and dispenses a smaller mass of fuel. As a result, engine power decreases. In
addition, dust grains coming in at high speed scratch the surface of the airflow meter’s
heating wire and reduce its life, which combined with vibrations from the engine can cause
it to break.
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